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ABSTRACT 
The Auslander-Bridger transpose of every nonprojective simple left module is 
simple over an artinian ring R precisely when R is a serial ring. This result and 
information concerning selfdualities for QF serial rings allow descriptions of artin 
algebras and artinian rings over which the Rduality and self- (Morita) dualities agree 
with the transpose on R-modules without projective direct summands. 
One of the most useful tools in the study of the representations of artin 
algebras and artinian rings in the last decade has been the Auslander-Bridger 
transpose fuuctor [2]. This functor induces a function Tr between the sets of 
isomorphism classes of left and right finitely generated R-modules. Moreover, 
Tr is a self-inverting bijection when restricted to isomorphism classes of 
modules without projective direct summands. Other fuuctors that allow the 
transfer of information concerning left and right finitely generated R-modules 
via an induced function on the sets of isomorphism classes of modules are the 
Rdual Hom( , sRR), self- (Morita) dualities Horn& , &&) with JJ and Us 
finitely generated injective cogenerators with End(&) I R z End(Q), and 
in the case of an artin algebra over a center k, the favored self-duality given 
by Horn,. , &) with & an injective cogenerator in the category of k-modules. 
How is tuGspose related to these functors? For what rings R is Tr = H if H is 
the function induced by one of the fuuctors mentioned above? In particular, 
for what rings R does there exist a self-duality D for which DTr is the identity 
function? 
Throughout this paper, R will denote an artinian ring (specialized to an 
artin algebra when appropriate) with J = J(R) the Jacobson radical of R. If M 
is an R-module, E(M) will denote the injective envelope of M, Sot(M) the 
socle of M, M/JM the top of M, and c(M) the composition length of M. 
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To define the transpose Tr(M) of an R-module M, let ( )* = Horn 
( , RRR) be the R-dual. Let P be a projective cover of M, and i& Q be a 
pFojective cover of ker(P -+ M) via a map 4: Q --, P, so that the exact 
sequence 
is a minimal presentation of M. Then the transpose of M is the cokemel of JI*, 
Tr(M) = Q*/im #*. Explicitly, write P and Q as direct sums of indecom- 
posable projectives, P = @ tp 1 R g, and Q = $FiRfj, with g, and fi primitive 
idempotents of R. Regard the elements of P and Q as row vectors, so that 4 
may be represented as right multiplication by an m x n matrix A of elements 
of R in which the (j, k) entry is an element of frRg,. The transpose of M is 
then the cokemel of A, regarded as a map from P* s @i_lgkR to Q* z 
@,zi&R with the elements of P* and Q* considered as column vectors. We 
will require several easily verified properties of the transpose functor [14]: 
(1) If M has no projective direct summands, neither does Tr(M). 
(2) If 0 * M has no projective direct summa&, then Tr( M) f 0. 
(3) If M = A@B, then Tr(M)= Tr(A)@Tr(B). 
(4) Tr(Tr( M)) = M if M has no projective direct summands. 
Now let D = Hom( , &JR) denote a selfduality for R; that is, sU is a 
finitely generated inje&ve cogenerator such that End(,U) z R. (See [l, 
Sections 23-241 or [6, Chapter 231.) If Tr(S) is to be isomorphic to D(S) for a 
simple R-module S, then Tr( S) must be simple, since D preserves composition 
length. The transpose of every nonprojective simple R-module is simple 
precisely when R is serial, that is, when Re and eR have unique composition 
series for each primitive idempotent e E R. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be an artiniun ring. Tr(S) is simple for every 
nonprojectivesimple lef R-module S if and only if R is a serial ring. 
Proof, It is sufficient to show that Je/.lse and e_l/e.l’ are either simple or 
0 for each primitive idempotent e of R [12, Lemma 31. Assume Je/J’e * 0, 
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be a minimal presentation of S. The entries in the m X 1 matrix of # are 
elements of the radical of R; hence also im $* c @r=i=lfiJ. Thus 
c(Tr(S))>c( ~If;R/.&l)=m>O. 
By assumption c(Tr(S)) = 1, so also m = 1 and Je/J2e G Rfi/Jf is simple. 
Now suppose eJ * 0; choose a primitive idempotent f such that fR /fJ is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of the semisimple module e.T/e12. Then 
eJfg 12, so also Re/_le is a direct summand of Jf/.12f. Since .lf/ J2f must be 
simple from the argument above, there exists x E e./f such that Rexf = Jf. Let 
T = Rf/Jfi a minimal presentation for T is 
+ 
Re+Rf+T-+O, 
where JI is right multiplication by exf. Then Tr(T) = eR/exfR is simple, so 
we must have e$R = eJ, and thus e.J/eJ2 E fR/fJ is simple also. 
The converse is stated more precisely in Proposition 2 below. n 
Let (e,,e,,..., e,} be a basic set of primitive idempotents for R, so that 
(Re i,...,Re,) ((e,R,..., e,R}) is a complete irredundant set of indecompos- 
able projective left (right) R-modules. If R is an indecomposable serial ring, 
then the primitive idempotents in the basic set can be indexed with the 
integers 1,. . . , n so that Re,_l is a projective cover of Je,(i = 2,. . . ,n) and 
either Je, = 0 or Re, is a projective cover of Je, [9,11]. This indexing is unique 
if Je, = 0 and is unique up to cyclic permutation otherwise. We assume that 
such an indexing has been chosen. Re,, . . . , Re, is called a Kupisch series of R, 
and the sequence c( Re,), . . . , c(Re,) of composition lengths of the indecom- 
posable projectives is called an admissible sequence of R. If Re,, . . . , Re,, is a 
Kupisch series for R, then e, + ,R is a projective cover of eiJ for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, 
and either e,,J = 0 (precisely when Je, = 0) or e,R is a projective cover of e,,J. 
PROPOSITION 2 [3, Proposition 4.121. Let R be an indecomposable serial 
ring with Kupisch series Re,, . . . , Re,,. Then 
Tr(Rej/Jei) G e,_iR/ei_,J (i = 2,...,n), 
and either Re, is simple or Tr(Re,/lq) 2 e,,R/e,J. 
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Let R be an indecomposable serial ring with Kupisch series Re,, . . . ,Re,,. 
If the admissible sequence of R is constant [equivalently, if c(e,R) = . * * = 
c(e,,R)], then R is QF [ll, Theorem 191. 
THEOREM 3. L-et R be an artinian ring. If there is a selfduality D for R 
such that D(S) = Tr(S) for all rwnprojectivesimple left R-modules S, then R 
is a QF serial ring. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, R must be a serial ring, since the dual of a simple 
module is simple. We may assume that R is indecomposable, since the 
transpose of an indecomposable module depends only on the ring summand 
in which its annihilator is proper. Let Re,, . . . , Re,, be a Kupisch series for R. It 
is sufficient to show that the admissible sequence of R is constant for n > 1. 
Let i E (2,. . . , n}. Then S = Rei/]ei is not projective, so 
D(S) z Tr(S) = e,_iB/ei-iJ+ 
Since the dual of the projective cover e,_ ,R of D(Rei/./ej) is the injective 
envelope E(Rei/Jei) of Rei/.lei, also c(ei_lR)= c(E(Rei/Jei)). But in any 
serial ring c( E( Re, /Je,)) = c( e, R) [7, Theorem 2.51, so that c( e, _ i R) = c(ei R). 
Hence c(e,R) = * * . = c(e,R) and R is QF. n 
The converse of Theorem 3 does not hold. For example, let R be the ring 
of matrices of the form 
with a E Z,, b,c E h,, and d E z,[z]/(x”). 
Define multiplication by 
wherea:Z2~Z,via(y(O)=O,(y(l)=2,andp:E2~H2[X]/(X2)viaP(O)= 
0, p(1) = x +(x2). (See [8, Example 3.41.) Then R is a QF serial ring that has 
no self-duality D with 
D( Re,/Je,) = e,R/e,J z Tr(ReJJe,) 
since e,Re, t e,Rel. Before establishing a partial converse, we need the 
following proposition, proved in a fashion similar to [8, Proposition 3.11. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let R be an artiniun ring with a selfduality induced by 
an injective cogenerator ,$J and a ring isomorphism QJ : R --) End&U). Let e 
be a primitive idernpotent of R. Then Hom,(Re/Je,&J,) z jR/fl if and 
only if E( Re/.Je) = V(p( f). 
For ease of presentation, let [m] denote the least strictly positive residue 
of m modulo n; in particular [0] = 12. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be an indecomposable QF serial ring with Kupisch 
series Re l,...,Re,,. Zf either c(Re,)gl (modn) or n=l, then R has a 
selfduality D with D(S) = Tr(S) f or every nonprojectivesimpb R-module S. 
Proof. Let R be an indecomposable QF serial ring. Proposition 3.2 of [8] 
shows that if c(Rei) s 1 (mod n), then there is an automorphism cp of R with 
cp(ei)=eL,_ilfori=l,..., n. By [8, Theorem 3.3, Proposition 3.11 there exists 
an automorphism $J: R + R G End(,U) such that D’ = Horn& ,&“) satisfies 
D’(Rei/Jei)=eiR/eiJfori=l,..., n, where ,U=,R and the right R-struc- 
ture is given by x*r =x$(r) for x E U, r E R. Thus by Proposition 4, 
U#(e,) z E( Rei/Jei). Let B = I) 0 ‘p-l : R + End,U; then 8 is an isomorphism 
with 
U8(e~i_ll) = u$(ei) G E(Rei/.hi)- 
Hence the selfduality D induced by sU and 8 satisfies 
D(Rei/Jei) z e[i_iiR/e[i_ijJg Tr(Re,/Je,) 
for i = l,...,n. 
If n = 1, then R has only one isomorphism class of simple right modules, 
so D(S) = Tr(S) if S is simple. n 
It is possible for an indecomposable QF serial ring to satisfy c( Rei) = 1 
(mod n) and yet have a self-duality D with D( Re, /Jei) z Tr( Re, /Jei) for all 
i=l , . . . , n. For example, let k be a field and let R be the ring of matrices of 
the form 
la x z 
b Y 0 
a 
b Y w 
0 a x 
\ b 
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with entries from k. Let e, be the idempotent with a = 1, b = x = y = x = w 
= 0, and es the idempotent with b = 1, a = x = y = z = w = 0. Then R is an 
indecomposable QF serial ring with n = 2 and 
c( Re,) = c( Re,) = 3 = 1 (mod2). 
Define an automorphism JI: R + R by 
a x z 
b Y 0 
a 
b Y w 
0 a x 
b 
‘b y w 
a x 0 
b 
a x z 
0 b Y 
a 
Then E(Rel/Jel) z Re, = R$(e,) and E(Re,/Je,) z Re, = RJ/(e,), so that 
the duality D induced by RU and J, satisfies D(S) = Tr(S) for all simple 
R-modules S. 
If we require D(M) z Tr( M) for all finitely generated left R-modules M 
with no projective summands, we arrive at precisely the same class of rings. 
For assume that R is an indecomposable serial ring with a duality D such that 
D(S) = Tr(S) for all simple left R-modules S. Let M be an indecomposable 
nonprojective left R-module; then M z Rei/J’“ei for some i and integer m 
[12]. It follows that 
Sot(M) z Soc(Re,/Jmei) = J”‘-‘ei/Jmei = Re~i_m+ll/Je~i_m+,I 
(see [9] or [7, Lemma 2.11). Since an indecomposable module over a serial 
ring is determined by its top (or socle) and its composition length, D(M) is 
characterized by its length m and top 
To find Tr(M), let Reii_,,,] + Re, + M --) 0 be a minimal presentation of M. 
Then Tr(M)z e~i_mIR/e~i_,IJm is an indecomposable module of length m 
and top e~i_,IR/e~i_,IJ. Hence D(M)= Tr(M). Summarizing, we have 
PROPOSITION 6. A selfduality D for an artinian ring R satisfies D(M) z 
Tr(M) for all finitely generated R-modules M with no projective direct 
summar& if and only if D(S) = Tr(S) for all nonprojective simple R- 
modules S. 
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One point must be considered before leaving this topic: Since the dual of 
an injective module is projective but the transpose of a nonprojective module 
is nonprojective, should we not rather require D(S) z Tr(S) for every nonin- 
jective, nonprojective simple R-module S? Perhaps; there is, however, a 
problem in this approach, since the condition may be satisfied vacuously by 
an artinian ring for which no self-duality exists. For example, let C c D be 
division rings with dim(@) = 2 and dim(&) = cc (see [5]). Then the ring R 
of matrices of the form 
with CEC, d,d’ED 
has two simple left modules, one projective and one injective, but does not 
have a selfduality [ 131. 
Now suppose R is an artin algebra, finitely generated over an artinian 
center k. Let ,C be an injective cogenerator. When does the canonical duality 
D = Horn,. ,J) satisfy D(M) z Tr(M) for all finitely generated R-modules 
M without projective summands? 
THEOREM 7. The following statements are equivalent for an indecom- 
posable artin algebra R with canonical k-algebra duality D: 
(1) D(M) E Tr(M) for all finitely generated left R-modules M without 
projective direct summunds. 
(2) D(S) z Tr(S) for all nonprojective simple lefi R-modules S. 
(3) R is a serial ring with only one simple left R-module, up to is-- 
phism. 
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are equivalent by Proposition 6. That R is 
a serial ring if (1) and (2) hold is Theorem 1. The canonical k-algebra duality 
is weakly symmetric, that is, D( Re/Je) z eR/eI for each (primitive) idempo 
tent e of R. Hence the indecomposable serial ring R can have only one 
primitive idempotent in a basic set of idempotents, lest Tr( Re/Je) Z eR/eI, 
so that (1) and (2) imply (3). Clearly if R is serial and has only one 
primitive idempotent in a basic set, then D(S) s Tr(S) for each (the) simple 
R-module S. n 
Finally, we may require that Tr( M) z M* for each finitely generated left 
and right R-module M without projective summands. Once again it is 
sufficient to impose this condition on a smaller class of R-modules including 
the nonprojective simple left R-modules. 
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THEOREM 8. The following statements are equivalent for an indecom- 
posabk artinian ring R: 
(1) Tr(M) G M* for every finitely generated left and right R-module M 
without projective direct summunds. 
(2) Tr(M)= M* for every nonprojective simple left R-module M and 
every right R-module M occuring as the transpose of a nonprojective simple 
left R-module. 
(3) R is a QF serial ring with c(Re) = 0 (mod n) for every primitive 
idempotent e of R, where n is the cardinality of a basic set of primitive 
idempotents of R. 
Proof. If statement (2) is true and S is any simple left R-module, then 
S** z Tr(S*) z Tr(Tr(S)) z S. Hence every simple left R-module is reflexive; 
consequently, R is a QF ring [lo, 41. Thus the R-dual (_)* is in fact a 
selfduality; so by Theorem 3, R is also a serial ring. Let Re,,. . ., Re, be a 
Kupisch series for R. Since we must have 
(Rei/Jei)* z Tr(Rei/Jei) s e[,_ilR/e,,_ilJ, 
also E( Re, /Jei) must be Re[,_ 1I by Proposition 4. This occurs precisely when 
c(Re,)=O (modn) for each i=l,..., n [7]. Propositions 5 and 6 finish the 
proof. n 
Can statement (2) in Theorem 8 be replaced by the assumption that 
Tr(S) z S* for every nonprojective simple left R-module S? We know of no 
counterexample. In case R is local, imposing the condition on the simple left 
and right modules is sufficient. 
PROPOSITION 9. Zf R is a local artinian ring and Tr(S) z S* for the 
simple left R-module S, then R is left seriul. Hence if also Tr(T) z T* for the 
simple right R-module T, then R is serial and QF. 
Proof. Assume that R is a local artinian ring with S the simple left 
R-module. Let m = c(,.//12), so that 
is a minimal presentation of S, where the entries in the matrix of JI are 
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elements of J. Hence Soc(R,) c ker $*, so 
@r(S)) 2 4%) - [c(h) - c(sd~,))l. 
On the other hand, 
c(S*) = c(Soc(,R)) <C&J - 1. 
If Tr(S)G S*, then 
c(RR) - 12 (m - ~)~(R,)+c(so~(R,)), 
so 
(2 - m)c( RR) > 1+ c(Soc( R,)) > 0. 
Thus 2 > m, so m = 1, R(_Z/.Z2) is simple, and R is left serial. Since a local 
artinian serial ring is QF, the last statement follows. n 
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